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 FLYING LESSONS for  

August 11, 2022 
FLYING LESSONS uses recent mishap reports to consider what might have contributed to accidents, so you can make 
better decisions if you face similar circumstances.  In most cases design characteristics of a specific airplane have little 
direct bearing on the possible causes of aircraft accidents—but knowing how your airplane’s systems respond can make 
the difference in your success as the scenario unfolds. So apply these FLYING LESSONS to the specific airplane you fly.  
Verify all technical information before applying it to your aircraft or operation, with manufacturers’ data and 
recommendations taking precedence.  You are pilot in command, and are ultimately responsible for the decisions 
you make.      

FLYING LESSONS is an independent product of MASTERY FLIGHT TRAINING, INC. www.mastery-flight-training.com  

Pursue Mastery of Flight™ 

This week’s LESSONS: 
Fisk, with a twist 
I learned about 3 pm Thursday July 21 that instead of helping drive a cargo van to Oshkosh the 
next day I would fly my employer’s A36 Bonanza as understudy to a display airplane whose 
owner was forced to cancel. Although as noted at the top of each report that FLYING LESSONS 
is an independent product of Mastery Flight Training, Inc., it is probably no surprise to 
readers that my more-than-full-time job is with the American Bonanza Society. A club-focused 
version of this account will appear in the Society’s magazine. It was time to get to work. 
See www.bonanza.org  

I ran a copy of the 32-page AirVenture NOTICE. The NOTICE (formerly NOTAM) describes in 
detail the special procedures for flying into KOSH and surrounding airports before and during 
AirVenture. I put the printout in a three-ring binder. Being a Strategic Air Command veteran I 
couldn’t help but copy the cover page and slip it into the binder’s outside plastic for show. I 
included hard copies of approach charts I might use and downloaded the NOTICE to my iPad as 
a backup. I put all this in my take-home pile to study in detail that night.  
See https://www.eaa.org/-/media/Files/AirVenture/FlyingIn/NOTAM/2022/2022-FAA-Notice-AirVenture-Flight-Procedures-NOTAM.ashx  

I then made a list of the things in the hangar I needed to take with me: tiedowns, cast 
aluminum “show” wheel chocks, metal to put under the wheels when parking in grass, a custom 
airplane cover, a host of cleaning supplies, and more. 

I decided to stop in Dubuque, Iowa, Friday night. I figured it’d take about three hours to 
degrease the belly of the airplane, clean it up and wax it Friday morning. I couldn’t just blast into 
Oshkosh Friday afternoon and find a place to stay; ABS rents housing but we don’t get in until 
Saturday. We’d had hotel reservations in Dubuque for months and that was as good a place as 
any. Even better—my coworker could come to the airport for me after he got to Dubuque in the 
cargo van, and take me back out early Saturday morning before he started toward Oshkosh. 

I spent about two hours with the NOTICE Thursday night. First, I read it completely 
through as an overview. Then skipping over the parts I did not plan to use (Fond du Lac 
information; IFR procedures; ultralight, turbine, warbird, helicopter and seaplane base 
instructions) and deferring the departure procedures until after the show, I began a more 
thorough study. I highlighted important details on each part of the procedure, starting at 
transition cities through the visual (“Fisk”) arrival, holding procedures, each runway’s instructions 
and KOSH ground operation. I then tabbed each runway page individually since you don’t know 
until very close to the airport which runway you’ll use. I wanted to be able to flip open to any one 
of them swiftly on demand.  
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Next, using my notes from the individual pages I made a “cheat sheet” on the Oshkosh airport 
diagram to have 
most of the 
details on a 
single page. I 
placed this page 
at the front of my 
binder. 
My binder with the 
annotated NOTICE 

Afterward I put 
together a flight 
plan from KDBQ 
to KOSH in 
ForeFlight. The 
Fisk arrival is 
strictly follow-the-
leader using 

ground-reference pilotage. The NOTICE cautions about this but publishes GPS waypoint 
information for orientation. As I’m sure 
many others do, I created a route from 
KDBQ over the appropriate “transition city” 
when arriving from the southwest, then to 
the Endeavor Bridge fix and progressively 
through the fixes to the airport. Where the 
arrival follows railroad I rubber-banded the 
route to follow the bends in the tracks. I 
would Bluetooth this to the airplane’s panel 
navigators when I fired up for departure.  

Since I’d be solo I would use the 
autopilot for the arrival following waypoints 
until I visually acquired an airplane to 
follow, then use Heading mode and move 
the bug as needed to stay in line. This gave 
me the greatest opportunity to monitor and manage the flight alone while being able to maintain 
the “big picture” with such a high workload—a strategy that saved my life, as you’ll read. 

The NOTICE calls for lights on before beginning the arrival and gear down (as appropriate) 
before reaching Fisk. I annotated the ForeFlight map to include these items, speed, altitudes and 

holding patterns. Instructions are to listen to ATIS 
at least 60 miles out, then proceed to the fix 
identified as the beginning of the arrival procedure. 
The more airplanes inbound to Oshkosh, the 
further out the transition begins. I planned that, if 
clouds permitted, I’d climb out of Dubuque to 5500 
feet for the best chance of picking up ATIS 
soonest, pass over the transition city and then 
descend to the prescribed 1800 MSL (about 1000 
feet AGL) and 90 knots no less than five miles 
from the initial fix. I had my plan. 

Sectional chart markup 

Friday morning I went to the hangar for 3.5 hours of airplane cleaning. I posted on Facebook 
I could use an extra set of eyes, and if anyone wanted a ride from Dubuque to Oshkosh early the 
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next morning to message me. I received “I wish” responses (several from friends in Australia), but 
no one needed last-minute transportation.  

I loaded the airplane, checking my list of hangar items. I clicked my Garmin 796 portable in 
its mount to display Sirius/XM weather and made sure my iPad, my NOTICE binder, a backup 
headset and other items were all in place. I got lunch, then filed IFR to KDBQ, climbing through a 
broken layer to make a visual landing at Dubuque.  

The North American Trainer Association uses KDBQ to stage the many T-6s and 
SNJs you see flying at Oshkosh, and several other warbirds (mainly fighters) overnight there 
Friday before AirVenture as well. The ramp was all World War Two-y and I maneuvered clear of a 
T-6 four-ship to land. Shortly after filling out the transient aircraft sheet and supervising refueling 
my coworker texted he was 25 minutes from Dubuque in the cargo van. He arrived at the airport 
less than an hour after I landed. 

He dropped me at the airport about 6:30 am and headed toward Wisconsin. I reviewed 
my binder and prepped the Bonanza then “flew my plan.” Two flights of T-6s and SNJs were 
already barking into the lightening sky. After takeoff I flew east a few miles to avoid them, then 

activated “Direct To” my first 
waypoint: the transition city of Prairie-
du-Sac. Broken clouds permitted me 
to reach 5500 feet and shortly I could 
hear the Oshkosh arrival information.  
We fly at dawn 

The Green Lake arrival was 
active. Winds were calm; Runways 
18L and 27 were in use. Crossing 
Prairie-du-Sac I hit “Direct To” the 
Green Lake waypoint, then after 
double-checking the Sectional on my 
iPad for towers, hills and the 
Maximum Elevation Figures (MEFs) 
for the sectors ahead, began a 
gradual descent toward 1800 feet.  

Per the NOTICE I switched to monitor Fisk approach. About every minute or so the controller 
broadcast in the blind, “Pick out an airplane of similar performance and follow it on the arrival at 
no less than half a mile. If you don’t have the spacing by Fisk you’re too late, turn left and go back 
to the beginning of the transition.” ADS-B was painting numerous airplanes inbound, 
supplementing my head-on-a-swivel visual scan. Outside Green Lake I saw a Cessna and was 
about to line up behind it, but then I spotted another Cessna further northwest. I turned and fell in 
line behind it toward the Green Lake fix.  

One of my first thoughts about flying to Oshkosh was concern, maybe even a little fear, 
about staying half a mile behind one airplane and half a mile ahead of another while flying at 90 
knots and 1000 feet above the ground. It occurred to me, however, that this is like Saturday 
morning in the traffic pattern at hundreds of little airports around the U.S. Only the “downwind” is 
essentially straight for 40-some miles.  
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I know that flying level at 90 knots in a mid-weight A36 should take about 15 inches of manifold 
pressure, 2300-2400 RPM, approach flaps (15° with the preselect in this vintage of A36) and gear 

up. I moved the mixture to rich of peak 
EGT so throttle movement provides 
the ingrained response for adjusting 
speed and altitude: push forward to 
add power, pull back to remove power 
(the power response is backwards 
when lean of peak). As it turned out it 
took about 15.7 inches. I attribute this 
to cooling drag—I wanted cowl flaps 
open for this long time at low speed 
and did not account for the extra drag 
when estimating the power 
requirement. It was easy to set my 
target, see the result, and make a 
minor adjustment to fine-tune the 
speed. 

90 knots, 1800 MSL. The white diamonds are airplanes ahead of me on the arrival. 

Part of my strategy was to keep the GTN 650 on Traffic (which I always do) with the range 
ring at two miles to better judge my distance from the preceding airplane and whatever was 
behind me. Occasionally I’d “pop” the range ring out to six miles to see what else was in the area. 
The GTN 750 shows ADS-B traffic for a bigger yet less-distance-defined picture.  

Monitoring traffic 

On one of these “pops” I saw traffic at my four 
o’clock, 600 feet above and descending toward me, 
about five miles out. It was moving fast enough I could 
see it closing in near real-time. I expected it would 
level at 2300 MSL to fly the 135-knot “high” arrival; I’d 
already seen a King Air slide past overhead. But the 
target, now four miles away, indicated 500 feet high 
and descending, then 400 feet descending as it got 
even closer. 300 feet, descending. It was in my blind 
spot out the right side.  

As the target neared the two-mile ring I adjusted 
back to the two-mile display, careful to check my 
position in trail behind the Cessna and ahead of 
whatever was behind me. The intruder was 200 feet 
above me, descending, and coming in fast on a direct 
collision course. At one mile it was 100 feet above me, 
descending, and headed directly toward the center of 
the screen (i.e., me). Time to bail.  

I chopped the throttle as I rolled into a steep bank and dove to the right. As I rolled I caught 
a quick glimpse of half a dark blue or black Diamond DA-62 twin out the right rear window: from 
about its centerline down its right wing to its upturned tip, just above me. At the same time three 
screens—the primary flight display, the 750 and 650—flashed the big yellow Conflict Alert dot.  

I dove about 400 feet while turning west to pass under the Diamond; I don’t know how he 
deconflicted with the Cessna ahead of me. Bottoming out at about 600 AGL, I added power, 
found a Cessna that had been behind me and fell back in line. 
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From there the arrival was just as NOTICE’d: over Ripon follow the railroad tracks, gear down 
before Fisk (add 
four inches of 
manifold 
pressure to 
maintain 90 
knots), 
disconnect the 
autopilot and 
“rock your wings” 
on command half 
a mile before 
Fisk, enter the 
pattern for 27 
over the gravel 
pit, monitor tower 
(“it’s OK to talk to 
tower if you need 
something”), turn 
base aimed for the orange dot and 
land on the green dot, traffic is a 
Bonanza on the instrument approach 
27 three mile final. Already at my 
usual 90-knot speed for the turn to 
final I managed descent with power; 
completing the turn it was full flaps, 
full prop, full mixture, three green, 
yaw damper off, and I smoothly 
alighted. “Nice landing on the green 
dot,” Tower radioed. “Left into the 
grass as soon as you can and follow 
the flaggers. Welcome to Oshkosh.” 

Welcome to Oshkosh 
LESSONS from my flight to AirVenture 2022: 

• Plan the flight and fly the plan. I could not have safely done this without a few hours of 
homework, setting things up ahead of time, and as much as possible not making it up as I 
went. 

• Workload reduction. Knowing and flying the plan allowed me to set up the cockpit for 
minimum inflight workload and maximum ability to manage the big picture. 

• Not without an autopilot. It’s best to carry a trained navigator/observer on a flight like 
this. There’s no way I would have tried this alone without a working autopilot. 

• Know your airplane. If you can’t closely predict what power setting and configuration it 
will take to fly level at 90 knots, both gear up and gear down, and be able to descend 
from this condition to smoothly touch down on a 200-foot-long target (in this case, the 
green dot), then you don’t know your airplane well enough. Develop that mastery. 

• Trust, but verify. Monitor for the unusual, and expect someone to either not know or to 
intentionally violate the rules…just like a busy Saturday morning in the traffic pattern back 
home. 

How can you apply these LESSONS every time you fly? 
Oh, and if you flew a dark blue or black DA-62 into Oshkosh about 8 AM Saturday 7/23…you’re welcome. 

Comments? Suggestions? Questions? Let us know at mastery.flight.training@cox.net.  
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My friends and sponsors at Pilot Workshops extend this offer to all FLYING LESSONS readers, in all aircraft types: 

 
 
See https://pilotworkshop.com/products/ifr-mastery-abs/?disc=20&campaign=abs&typeclub=abs  

 
 

 
See www.nafinet.org.  

 
Share safer skies. Forward FLYING LESSONS to a friend 

 
“MFT has the highest signal-to-noise ratio of all the aviation publications I receive.” – David Clark 

Please help cover the costs of providing FLYING LESSONS through the secure 
donations button at www.mastery-flight-training.com.  

Or send a check to Mastery Flight Training, Inc. to 247 Tiffany Street, Rose Hill, Kansas USA 67133. 
Thank you, generous supporters.   

 
 

Pursue Mastery of Flight. 

Thomas P. Turner, M.S. Aviation Safety  
Flight Instructor Hall of Fame Inductee 
2021 Jack Eggspuehler Service Award winner 
2010 National FAA Safety Team Representative of the Year  
2008 FAA Central Region CFI of the Year 
Three-time Master CFI 
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